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Robin Pullen is known as a behaviour management expert and professional service provider who has 

engaged with more 186’000 people in transformational personal mastery and professional development 

from across the continent and from around the world.  

 

Robin is a father of four children, lover, friend, poet, playwright, tantrica, and aficionado of good coffee, 

red wine, and deep house & ecstatic dance music. He places a premium on high quality relationships and 

is passionate about supporting people (re)discover their personal power to be able to access their highest 

potentials at work and at home.  

 

He applies the protocols and practices developed from writing and publishing the transformational self-

help book, “Get Activated: How to shift from instinctive reactions to intentional response”, as tools that 

help people regulate their emotion and improve the quality of their thinking style as they learn to improve 

their mindset and upgrade their identity.  

 

Robin’s signature Activated Coaching programs empower people to show up when the stakes are high. He 

embodies the maxim of “apply to self” having personally navigated many challenges as a business owner, 

entrepreneur, non-executive director, international consultant, and then personally facing a leg injury from 

a boating accident that nearly cost him the ability to run, and the opportunity to re-build well-functioning 

relationships with his kids after divorce.  

 

In his professional practice, Robin is an internationally certified Neuro-Semantics META-NLP Accelerated 

NLP Practitioner, executive META-NLP Coach, MASTER Trainer, Professional Inspirational Speaker, and 

Published Author. His dynamic presence helps him connect with “CEO’s or any O that I see”, many of 

which have described him as down to earth with the ability to create an intimate connection with everyone 

in the room. 

 

Robin was the National President 2014/15 of the Professional Speakers Association of South Africa 

(PSASA) and later co-found the Academy for the Woman of Impact Speakers Bureau (WISB) with Charlotte 

du Plessis and the Woman of Stature Foundation, and a founding Non-Executive Director of the Positivity 

Foundation. His business clients have included Anglo American, AEL, AfriSam, BAT, BHP Billiton, the 

Chamber of Mines, Goldfields, Impala Platinum, TCCL Simba Cement, the Department of Trade & Industry 

to name a few; working with leaders and managers from across the continent and from around the world 

who celebrate his elegant competence to deal with highly volatile and sensitive matters.  

 

Robin as appeared on TEDx, SABC-3 Afternoon Express, ANN7, and been interviewed on 702 talk radio, 

Cape Talk, Chai FM, Tuks FM, K FM and Platinum Gold radio. He is currently also the Head Judge on the 

SterStatus Season 4 reality TV show airing on VIA-TV broadcast on DSTV.  



 

Robin places a premium on authentic connections that allow for deep and meaningful conversation and 

build high trust relationship with high stakes relationships. Through his international exposure Robin has 

integrated ancient practices of quantum mechanics, classical tantra and breathe work into his holistic 

approach to personal mastery. More and more coaching clients are recognizing the impact of personal 

development practices on their role at work and at home, especially with their intimate partners. 

 

Robin welcomes the opportunity to support Awenin2mc in promoting healthy and wholesome relationships 

that empower a rich and meaningful experience of intimacy and personal sensuality.   

 

Connect with robin just about anywhere on social media @getactivatedwithrobin 

 

Activated Coaching Programs – helping people show up when the stakes are high 

  

/ Life Coaching 

- Helping people develop an unconditional self-esteem by activating their unique personal powers with 

inner authority. 

- Helping people show up with confidence and in their intimate relations by demystifying 

uncomfortable beliefs about sex and sensuality 

 

/ Relational Coaching 

- Helping people demystify sensuality in intimate relationships 

- Helping couples show up with authentic personal power in the intimate relationships 

 

/ Business Coaching  

- Helping leaders show up in their interpersonal relations with the stakes are high 

- Helping leaders translate business strategy into repeatable and reliable behavior practices 

 


